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Pretend to be a
Predator:
Go outside and observe
the world like a
predator. Stand very
still and listen to the
wildlife around you.
Look carefully around
you for any movement.
Were you successful in
observing any prey?
Write about your
experience here:

APEX PREDATORS
An apex predator is at the top of the food chain,
meaning no other animal preys upon them.
They play an important role in ecosystems because they keep
populations of other animals in check, helping maintain balance.
The loss of an apex predator in an ecosystem could have disastrous
effects on the rest of the ecosystem.

Fill in the chart below with each apex predator's favorite
prey and a prediction of what would happen in the
ecosystem if they were removed.

Predator

Gray Wolf
Eastern
Coyote
North
American
River Otter
Peregrine
Falcon

Bobcat

Prey

Change in
ecosystem if lost

Daily Challenge:
Head outside and try
to find a vertebrate
(an animal with a
backbone like a
squirrel, chipmunk or
bird).
On the back of this
page, draw what you
think that animal's
skull looks like.
Describe the animal's
behavior and diet.
Make sure to label
the clues to those
characteristics on
your drawing.
As you observe the
animal, write down
your predictions here:

SKULLS
Mammal skulls can tell us a lot about the natural history
and behavior of different animals. Be a zoologist and look
at these illustrations of skulls to see what you can learn by
answering the questions below:

What does this animal eat? What clues make you think
this?

Is it a predator or prey?
What animal do you think it could be and why?

What does this animal eat? What clues make you think
this?

Is it a predator or prey?
What animal do you think this could be and why?

Extended thinking: Compare the skulls above to the porcupine
skull from Week 4. What differences can you find?
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Daily Challenge:
Think about a time you
went swimming.
Did water get in your
nose, ears, or eyes?
Semi-aquatic mammals
like beavers have
special adaptations to
prevent this from
happening. What could
you wear to prevent
that from happening?

BEAVERS
ENGINEERING CHALLENGE:
Go outside and try to build a beaver dam following
these steps and discuss the results in the box below:

1. Gather materials. You'll need a long container, like a tupperware,
and building materials such as sticks, clay, and rocks. (a layer of
sand in your container would be helpful for your dam's stability)
2. Build your dam on one side of your container.
3. Carefully pour water on one side of your dam and time how long
it took for the water to pass through.
4. Change or add to your dam to improve your design.

What materials worked best for you?

If you could use any materials in the world, what would
they be?

Why do beavers build dams? What effect do they have
on the ecosystem?

CRAFT A
CREATURE:

SEMI-AQUATIC MAMMALS

Is your creature a
predator? Prey? Where
do they fit in the food
web of your
environment?

The Adirondacks are home to three semi-aquatic
mammals: the North American river otter, the North
American beaver, and the muskrat.
Semi-aquatic means that they spend part of their lives in
water, and part of them on land. All three of these
animals are important members of their ecosystems.
On the back of this page, create a poster of the
ecosystem these animals live in. Include a water source,
what they eat, and where they live.

River Otter

Beaver

Muskrat
CRAFT A CREATURE
FINAL PROMPT
Now that you've invented the natural history of your creature,
it's time to bring them to life!
To earn your certificate, complete a creative project about your
creature in their habitat. It can be a story where your creature
goes on a crazy adventure, a drawing of them doing an
activity, a model of their habitat, or however else you would
like to share your creature. Make sure to include the details
you imagined from 6 of the 8 prompts.
Have a parent or guardian submit some pictures or a video of
you explaining or reading your project to the form on our
website to earn your patch and certificate and officially
become a Wild Center Jr. Naturalist!
Extended thinking: What topic in this book was most interesting to
you and how will you try to broaden your knowledge?

